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Details of Visit:

Author: mike11
Location 2: Fulham
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 19 Oct 2010 21:00
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: GFE London Escorts
Website: http://www.gfelondonescorts.co.uk/
Phone: 07730696969

The Premises:

Nice and clean in all respects.

The Lady:

Brazillian lady with nice figure and reasonably attractive face. Long dark hair. Partly shaves down
below and C cup breasts.

The Story:

I am having difficulty in reviewing this one.

Jessy (if this was Jessy) is a very pleasant, warm and friendly girl. She has limited English and had
to call the maid in to cross the language barrier. She is very inexperienced as a WG and I think is
very new to this. Very willing if she is shown what to do. Having read Jessy's description and
various glowing reviews I had very high expectation. I don't take away anything from this lady. She
is a lovely girl and with improved English and more experience she will do fine as she has great
attitude.

As far as the agency is concerned I think I was mislead and this was a case of bait & switch. It is
also questionable whether Jessy ever existed in one single person ever given that she does not
show her face. However the lady I saw is very new to this and previous reviews on Jessy are not of
her. The agency intentionally mislead me.

Where this lady works is a nice flat but I think there are other girls working there too and there is a
maid. I imagine that being were it is (end of Fulham road) they advertise locally providing a quick
and cost effective service (Cheap and Cheerful). For the fee I paid I had higher expectation.

My measure of how satisfying a punt is, is determined by wehther at the end of it I am all happy and
want to go home and relax or whether all I can think of is to have another punt immediately. Within
15 minutes of leaving Jessy I was in a favourite escort's place.

I certainly recommend Jessy based on looks, attitude and willingness but not quality of service. I
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would not return and I also do not recommend her at the advertised rate.

As for the agency I shall never use them again.

Service Provider's Rebuttal

The agency writes:

Jessy is a genuine escort that works in London for several months by now and for many agencies.
The responsibility from the agency is to arrange the booking with the client with the girl he request.
(That we had previous meet up in person making sure the pictures are genuine). However not
showing their face is a personal decision from the Escort, and the client saw on the web site that
she doesn?t show her face! It is an ashamed and we are very sorry that the client didn?t *click with
the lady as many others had!
We honestly hope others agencies can fill up the client expectations in future.

Gfe London Escorts
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